Datasheet

OMEN by HP Sequencer Keyboard
Switch to optical. Strike faster.
Maneuver at the speed of light and gain an edge over your competition with industry-leading optical-mechanical switch
technology. Built for gamers, with customization and durability in mind.

Speed you can feel

Cast your perfect aura

Optical-mechanical Blue switches enable a 0.2 ms response time—10
times faster than traditional mechanical switches—plus a 70 million
click lifetime.1

Individually backlit keys offer up to 16.8 million RGB colors to choose
from with unique effects, all customizable from OMEN Command
Center.

Switch Response Time Test performed, compared optical-mechanical switch versus traditional mechanical switch. Actual product may vary from image shown.
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Featuring
Customizable keys:
Gain an edge by customizing 5 dedicated macro keys to your go-to moves.
Lightweight. Heavyweight.
Feel the durability in the lightweight, anodized aluminum frame.
Control every element:
Take control of your media with dedicated keys for play, pause, skip, and mute, as well as an oversized metal roller bar to adjust volume.
Cable manager:
Efficiently manage your cables and enjoy maximum convenience with a built-in USB port.
Concentrate on the win:
Gaming mode blocks interruptions from your system so you can focus on victory.
Keys you can rely on:
No matter how many keys are activated at once, every key press is detected with true n-key rollover and 100% anti-ghosting.
Powered by OMEN Command Center:
Lead the way to victory from OMEN Command Center, which gives you full control over your OMEN lineup. Customize lighting, performance and
button functionality—the power is yours.
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Product dimensions

37.68 x 16.98 x 4.65 cm

Weight

1.41 kg; Packed: 1.77 kg

Warranty

Peace-of-mind coverage: Rest easy with an HP standard two-year limited warranty

What's in the box

Keyboard; Product notice; Warranty; Quick start poster; OMEN sticker

Country of origin

China

Product number

2VN99AA

Ordering info

2VN99AA#AB9: 192018120020; 2VN99AA#ABB:192018119918; 2VN99AA#ABD:192018119925; 2VN99AA#ABE: 192018119932; 2VN99AA#ABF:192018119949;
2VN99AA#ABU: 192018119963; 2VN99AA#ABV: 192018119970; 2VN99AA#ABZ: 192018119987; 2VN99AA#ACB: 192018119994; 2VN99AA#UUW:
192018120006; 2VN99AA#UUZ: 192018120013

Compatible operating systems

Windows 10
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